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Buffalo and Erie County Industrial Land Development Corporation

I.

Request for Proposal
Erie County Agribusiness Park GEIS

RFP Overview

Proposals are being solicited from Planning and Engineering firms, to provide planning,
engineering, and design services for an Infrastructure/Utility Master Plan/Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) for the Erie County Agribusiness Park in Evans, NY
The Master Plan and GEIS will develop a Plan for the 240 acres, which is in Industrial Land
Development Corporation (ILDC) ownership.
The intent of this project is to accomplish the following objectives:
1) Develop a Master Plan to guide capital investment in the Park infrastructure in a manner
consistent with targeted markets, market demand, and site attributes.
2) Engage the public through the State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) GEIS
process in the development of the site plan.
3) Develop and complete the permitting and necessary due diligence materials to market the
site as pre-permitted and provide the application materials necessary to certify the site as
“Shovel Ready” under New York State’s Build Now program.
4) Provide a technical memorandum for the Erie County Division of Sewerage
Management’s use, analyzing the estimated sanitary sewer impacts associated with the
Plan, along with potential mitigation measures (if required). For details, see Schedule
“A”.
Using the information contained in the Erie County Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study (2016)
as the starting point, the Consultant will develop a Master Plan and implementation strategy,
which will include completion of SEQR to guide the capital planning and construction of utility
infrastructure throughout the Agribusiness Park site.
The Master Plan will be designed to be an adaptable plan that will be reviewed and updated on a
regular basis, incorporating new information and developments, refining market projections and
opportunities, and evaluating and updating development and investment priorities. Benchmarks
and criteria for annual and other periodic plan updates should be included within the
Infrastructure/Utility Master Plan.
Based on the Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study (2016), consultants will be asked to reassess
the assumptions made in the market analysis for relevance and perform a strategic, predictive
analysis of the market looking at national, regional, state, and local conditions for industry needs
and projections within the agribusiness sector. This should include a thorough review of existing
site assets and capacity, and an analysis of how they may be best utilized. Additionally, the
consultants should review any potential impacts on future operational and our site needs as a
result of the impacts of the COVID 19 pandemic. The results should allow the ILDC to identify
specific demand thresholds for industrial and commercial development and other infrastructure
such that appropriate triggers are defined for planning, programing, and design and construction
of required plan elements and respective projects.
The Master Plan will establish land use and development principles and identify key strategies
and facility expansion that will guide future development at the site. This will include developing
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a capital program and establishing performance indicators to measure progress toward the shortterm goals and long-term vision for the site.
This project will build upon regional planning priorities that have been established by the
Western New York Regional Economic Development Council (WNY REDC), which is part of
New York State’s comprehensive economic agenda that stresses the importance of sustainable
development, enhancing our waterways, and repurposing former industrial lands. Development
of the Agribusiness Park site will address the regional need for vacant, industrial-zoned property
to attract new and growing manufacturing companies, especially food processing companies.
ILDC, the land development affiliate of the Erie County Industrial Development Agency
(ECIDA), is seeking qualified firms for planning and design services for the above-noted project.
Funding for the project is being provided by National Grid through its Strategic Economic
Development Program and through Erie County bond funds. The ILDC encourages Minorityand Women-Owned Business Enterprises (M/WBE) participation. The Master Plan must
carefully consider the specifications of the government agencies which will take ownership of
the improvements.
THE ILDC RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS, AND THE
RIGHT TO WAIVE ANY INFORMALITIES THEREIN.

II.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Background
In 2012, the Erie County Agricultural and Farmland Protection Plan identified the need for the
County to develop new markets for agricultural producers. The Plan subsequently recommended
that the County undertake a feasibility study to develop an agribusiness-focused industrial park
to provide new and expanded markets for raw agricultural products like dairy, vegetables, and
fruits produced by local farmers.
In 2014, Erie County commissioned the Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study to specifically study
the concept, determine the market feasibility, identify the sectors for which the region possesses
a competitive advantage, and if necessary, identify a site suitable for an agribusiness park. The
following components were studied as part of the Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study.
1) Market Analysis – A marketing and a site selector firm studied the existing conditions
and market trends to assess the feasibility of the development of an agribusiness park in
Erie County. Within the agribusiness sector, industry subsectors were identified that
matched well with the Western New York farming community and economic
development assets.
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2) Site Specifications of Agribusiness Users – Utilizing an agribusiness site selector, target
markets were identified and the general site requirements such as utility and
transportation needs were identified.
3) County site analysis – The consultant and site selector reviewed 30 existing business
parks identified in the Erie County Business Park Report and identified 10 potential
greenfield sites. The sites were evaluated against the site specifications of agribusiness
users to assess suitability for agribusiness development.
4) Preferred Site - The Evans Industrial Park (former Evans Angola Airport) was one of
several sites that were identified for further study, including:
a. Development options and cost analysis
b. Development of conceptual plans
c. Utility mapping
d. Analysis of shovel ready gaps
e. Development options and costs
The Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study concluded that the County possesses many of the
necessary assets to succeed in the attraction of agribusinesses. However, development of an
agribusiness park is essential to attract and retain agribusiness companies. The Agribusiness Park
Feasibility Study selected the Evans Industrial Park located on the former Evans Angola Airport
as the best site in Erie County to develop as an agribusiness park.
Located in southern Erie County, the Evans Industrial Park is situated in close proximity to many
farms which could potentially supply industries within the Park.
Evans Industrial Park at the Former Eden Angola Airport at 1526 Eden Evans Center Road,
Evans
The former Eden Angola Airport was a small aircraft airport that closed in 2000. The ILDC
purchased the site (Tax ID - 221.00-4-20.11) and an adjacent 80-acre parcel (Tax ID – 221.00-324.1) to form a 240-acre site in 2020. Predominantly vacant for the last 20 years, the site contains
two former airport hangar buildings and a mechanic shop. The former runway is approximately
2000’ and is in fair condition. The concept plan contained within the Agribusiness Park
Feasibility Study envisioned repurposing the former runway as an industrial road by adding an
approximately 300’ connection to Eden Evans Center Road. The site is zoned for light industrial
use, which would allow the target sectors identified in the Study. Adjacent to the site is a Norfolk
Southern rail line which could potentially accommodate a rail spur into the site. An agribusiness
park would generate a significant amount of truck traffic for shipping and receiving operations;
therefore, access to the site is critical. The Evans Industrial Park is located within one mile of I90 and US Route 20 via a direct connection from Eden Evans Center Road.
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The Agribusiness Park is located in the Town of Evans, a second ring suburb of the City of
Buffalo. The general project area is predominantly rural with farms, residences, and industrial
properties within a mile of the site.
Utilities are generally in the vicinity of the site with the exception of natural gas.
Water – A 10-inch diameter cast iron water line runs along Eden Evans Center Road.
Sanitary Sewer – An existing 24-inch diameter sanitary sewer line owned, operated, and
maintained by Erie County Sewer District No. 2 fronts the parcel along Eden Evans Center
Road. The 240-acre Park is predominantly outside the bounds of a sewer district. Analyzing the
potential impacts of inclusion of the remaining part of the 240-acre parcel within the sewer
district will be one of the tasks of the chosen consultant. For details, see Schedule “A”.
Electric – A 13.2 KV electrical line runs along Eden Evans Center Road, multiple levels of
services are within approximately one mile of the site.
Natural Gas – The nearest natural gas main is approximately 2,600 linear feet from the site at
Route 20A.
III.

GENERAL PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS:

Proposals must address each of the following items:

A. Approach and Methodology
Respondents to this RFP should include a brief narrative explaining their approach. The narrative
should outline the products and tasks to be provided in response to the recommended Scope of
Services outlined below.

B. Scope of Services
The consultant shall meet with the project steering committee composed of representatives from
ILDC/ECIDA, Erie County (Department of Environment and Planning), Invest Buffalo Niagara
and Town of Evans to discuss project scope, schedule, and deliverables. This Scope of Services
has been prepared as a proposal guideline. It is the consultant’s responsibility to add any other
services and tasks that it feels are necessary to complete the project.
Proposers are encouraged to assemble teams that can complete all tasks as identified
herein.
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Task 1) Public and Stakeholder Outreach and Engagement
The consultant will meet on a regular basis with the project steering committee to review and
accept feedback on project progress and deliverables. The planning process should also include
coordination with government agencies, economic development agencies. Project stakeholders
include: Erie County, ILDC/ECIDA, Town of Evans, Invest Buffalo Niagara, and Empire State
Development.
The consultant is expected to attend a minimum of five (5) meetings with the Infrastructure
/SEQR Steering Committee throughout the planning process in order to review and refine
infrastructure investment criteria:
Public engagement will be through the SEQR process.

Task 2) Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study Analysis
The consultant will review the Erie County Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study including the
market analysis, targeted subsector selections, Concept Plans and other assumptions and
conclusions developed in the Study for relevance and applicability based on market conditions
within the agribusiness industry or additional factors. The Consultant should consider the
Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study as the starting point for the additional work being solicited
through this RFP. The Consultant will evaluate Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study including
the conceptual site plan, utility, and cost estimates for adequacy to develop the site as
agribusiness park.
Task 3) Utility Plan
The Consultant will conduct utility planning necessary to route the needed utilities into the Park at the
appropriate levels. The Consultant will utilize the market research contained within the Erie County
Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study to guide the sizing and capacity levels of utilities into and within the
Park. The Consultant will work with the utility providers to ensure that offsite capacities are adequate to
meet the proposed demands of the Agribusiness Park. The Consultant will identify utility corridors and
any portion of the Park which will need to be reserved for utilities. Coordination and collaboration

between the consultant and utility companies will be necessary to incorporate utility providers’
engineering feasibility studies into the final Master Plan document.
As the site is predominantly outside of a sanitary sewer district, the Consultant will be expected
to develop a technical memorandum that may be used by the Erie County Division of Sewage
Management to consider adding the parcels into the Erie County Sewer District. The specific
requirements are elaborated in Schedule “A”.

Task 4) Draft and Final Generic EIS
The Scope of Services for the Agribusiness Park GEIS will be prepared pursuant to SEQR and
the SEQR Technical Manual. The Consultant will produce all the materials necessary to
5
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complete the Generic Environmental Impact Statement to the satisfaction of permitting agencies
and the Lead Agency. The following components are expected to be addressed through the
GEIS statutory framework:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public involvement
Permitting agency regulatory reviews
Assessment of the existing environment
Assessment of potential environmental impacts
Mitigation Measures
Alternative Analysis
Thresholds for Future Environmental Review
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
Necessary permits

•

DGEIS - The Consultant shall prepare the DGEIS which shall describe the Proposed Action and
Study Area, evaluate the existing conditions within the Study Area, the potential impacts of the
Proposed Action, and the mitigation that would be proposed to address such impacts. Alternatives
to the Proposed Action, conditions and criteria under which future actions will be undertaken or
approved shall also be included.
FGEIS - The Consultant shall prepare a Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (FGEIS)
that includes a response to the comments received on the DGEIS, any refinements or
clarifications made to the Proposed Action, and any clarification to the DGEIS.
SEQRA Documentation - The Consultant shall review all documents and prepare all notices as
required for SEQRA purposes

•

•

Task 5) Site Master Plan:
Building upon the previous efforts in the Erie County Agribusiness Park Feasibility Study, the
Consultant will provide further guidance for the phased development of the site, this is expected
to include:
o Transportation planning- including potential rail connections and traffic analysis
o Zoning analysis to assess the impact of the Site’s zoning requirements with
respect to developing the site and attracting the targeted agribusiness sectors
o Market based parcel sizes
o Environmental constraints areas including wetlands
o Geo-tech constraint areas
o Stormwater management
o Site grading
o Opportunities for installation of renewable energy that can serve future
users/tenants of the business park.
o A flexible parcel plan of the preferred development scenario selected by the team
that addresses the potential market demand for commercial and industrial real
estate, which maximizes the development potential of the site and optimizes the
construction of new roads and infrastructure to service the site.
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o Preservation of some natural environmental features – the site is currently
predominantly forested; the consultant should develop a plan which balances
the preservation of some natural forest and meadow areas with the
development of the site into an industrial park. Preservation areas should
consider adjoining parcels, habitats, protected environmental features,
buffers, and clustering of natural areas.
o Site Amenities: The Consultant should identify opportunities for site amenity
development for employees within the Park which should include but is not
limited to identification of trail corridors, reuse of portions of the runway as
sidewalks, utilization of the raised mound located within the site and
connections to the natural features of the site.
o Development of a detailed conceptual site plans which depicts the following
parcels, roads, utility corridors, natural preservation areas and buffers, site
amenities, environmental constraints, zoning requirements including massing,
setbacks and parking.
o Cost estimates for the preferred site plan broken down by project type (road,
sewer, water, etc.)
Task 6) Implementation Strategy
Provide assistance with information gathering and application requirements for New York’s
Shovel Ready certification, including:
1. Review the appropriate development profile;
2. Complete the Shovel Ready Self Evaluation Checklist and document any and all
action steps necessary to meet the program’s requirements.
3. Assemble the necessary information to document the Self Evaluation Checklist
and the application; and
4. Assist with completing the application.
Provide an Infrastructure Master Plan Schedule for years 1-5 with assigned responsibilities and
in-depth analysis of funding strategies for each activity and project identified together with
application deadlines and a description of the process for application. Consultants should address
federal and state grants and loans, TIF bond anticipation notes, developer financing
arrangements, assessment agreements, and developer guarantees among other financial
approaches.
Assist the ILDC/ Erie County with miscellaneous requests connected with businesses interested
in locating at the site.

C. Work Schedule and Task Breakdown by Personnel
Proposals should include a schedule for each major component of the work and a detailed
breakdown of person-hours by assigned firm and staff for each proposed task included in the
7
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Scope of Services. The breakdown should clearly show the hours and hourly rates proposed for
each team member by task and by team member.
D. Experience of Firm/Project Team
Firms responding to this RFP must have on their team their team or be licensed to practice
engineering in New York State.
Proposals should include an organizational chart, identifying the project manager and team
members, with their titles. All proposed sub-consultants must also be identified, along with their
project managers and key personnel.
As part of the proposal, teams should provide a detailed case study of one project that best
demonstrates their capacity to complete this project successfully or otherwise highlights the
team’s strengths. In selecting this one project, the team should consider: plans that have been
successfully implemented, at least in part; projects where the individual team members have
worked together; projects with innovative approaches or design features applicable to this site;
and/or projects demonstrating an excellence of design that will serve as a legacy for both the
design team and the sponsors.
Experience of the firm and staff within Erie County should be highlighted.
E. Key Personnel
The project team should have a full range of relevant planning, environmental, and engineering
expertise. Primary personnel in each of the noted disciplines must be identified by name and
office location with resumes included and should demonstrate satisfactory experience and depth
in each of the required disciplines.
Proposals must include a Team Organization Chart, showing Project Manager, key team
members and staff by discipline/task. The Organization Chart also should identify which staff
are associated with which team member and the office location they reside within.
F. Cost and Budget
The design consultant contract will be a fixed price or lump sum cost contract. Therefore, all
proposals must contain a Lump Sum Cost Proposal for the scope of services delineated, inclusive
of all expenses (there will be no reimbursables). At a minimum, proposals must include a
breakdown of the costs and person-hours by the tasks outlined in the scope of services.
Additional scope/tasks may be identified if the proposer feels that additional work is warranted.
G. Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Utilization
The ILDC strongly encourages participation by Minority- and Women-Owned Business
Enterprises as part of the team submitting qualifications for this work. All proposals must submit
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a statement indicating that the firm submitting the proposal will work toward a business
utilization goal for minority business enterprise of 25% and women business enterprise of 5%.
Designated Individuals - Procurement Lobbying Law
John Cappellino, CEO/President 856-6525, ext. 118

jcappell@ecidany.com

Pursuant to State Finance Law §§139-j and 139-k, this Request for Proposal includes and
imposes certain restrictions on communications between ECIDA members (including employees
and Board members) and a Bidder during the procurement process. A Bidder is restricted from
making contacts from the earliest notice of intent to solicit Request for Proposals through final
award and approval of the Procurement Contract by the ECIDA (“restricted period”) to other
than the above Designated Individuals unless it is a contact that is included among certain
statutory exceptions set forth in State Finance Law §139-j(3)(a). ECIDA members (including
employees and Board members) are also required to obtain certain information when contacted
during the restricted period and make a determination of the responsibility of the Bidder pursuant
to these two statutes. Certain findings of non-responsibility can result in rejection for contract
award and in the event of two findings within a 4-year period; the Bidder is debarred from
obtaining governmental Procurement Contracts.
Bidders are required to complete Form 2 regarding their understanding and agreement to comply
with procedures on procurement lobbying restrictions regarding permissible contacts in the
restricted period in accordance with State Finance Law §§139-j and 139-k.

Information Meeting & Site Walkover
A virtual informational meeting and site tour will be held on September 25th, 2020 to address any
general questions that potential respondents may have regarding this RFP. The meeting will be
followed by a site walkover. Potential respondents should contact the agency via email to receive
log in information to the virtual meeting.
Virtual Meeting to be held Friday September 25th, 10:00 am.
Site walkover to be held Friday September 25th at 1:30 pm – meet at the site, 1526 Eden Evans
Center Road, Evans, masks, and social distancing will be required.
Any other requests for RFP interpretations should be made in writing to ILDC (faxes will be
accepted at 819-3654, attn. John Cappellino; or e-mail to jcappell@ecidany.com). No requests
for oral interpretations via the telephone will be accepted.
Documents supporting this RFP will be posted to the website listed below.
https://www.ecidany.com/requests_for_proposals
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SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS:

Firms are required to complete Forms 1-3 and include them in their proposal.
Eight (8) copies of the proposal must be submitted, no later than 4:00 PM, Thursday
October 8, 2020, to:
John Cappellino
ECIDA/ILDC
95 Perry Street, Suite 403
Buffalo, New York, 14203
Due to COVID 19, ECIDA Offices are not open to the public, if you are planning on
dropping off proposals, please call the office at 856-6525 to make arrangements.
SELECTION PROCESS:
ILDC will short list a maximum of three (3) teams from the proposals for interviews. Interviews
are expected to be conducted during the week of DATE. A final decision is anticipated by DATE
ILDC does not assume the responsibility or liability for costs incurred by firms responding to
this RFP or to any subsequent requests for proposals, interviews, additional information,
submissions, etc. prior to issuance of a contract.
Proposals will be evaluated based on the following Categories:
1) Background of Firm(s)
a) Experience and performance of firm(team)in similar projects.
b) Experience of project manager
c) Specific experience of firm in similar projects
2) Approach to Scope of Services
a) Understanding of owner’s program and intent for project and requirements of
specifications
b) Understanding Tasks and Breakdown
3) Cost of Services
a) Hourly Rates of Personnel and Principals
b) Overall Project Price Proposal
4) Utilization of Women and Minority Businesses
a) Demonstrated Intent to meet utilization Goals identified in the RFP
b) Organizational Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion
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THE ILDC RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS, AND THE
RIGHT TO WAIVE ANY INFORMALITIES THEREIN.
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Schedule “A”
Sanitary Sewer Analysis:
For evaluation of any proposed project that sits outside the bounds of an Erie County sewer
district, the Erie County Division of Sewerage Management (DSM) and the “Rules and
Regulations for Erie County Sewer Districts (ECSD)” require a detailed Downstream Capacity
Analysis (DSCA). This DSCA shall evaluate the potential impacts to the ECSD and analyze if
sufficient capacity exists to allow for an extension to include an out-of-district parcel.
Ultimately, the work completed for Schedule “A” would be used by the DSM as part of a
separate effort to develop a “Map and Plan Report” for the district extension under consideration,
should sufficient capacity be identified. It is the DSM’s responsibility to ensure the ECSD is not
adversely impacted by the proposed extension.
The analysis shall be based on a SWMM hydraulic model. Findings, analysis, recommendations
and the feasibility of the District extension to include the Agribusiness Park parcel within the
bounds of the District shall be presented in a Memorandum included as part of the overall GEIS.
The Memorandum shall be stamped and signed by a New York State Licensed Professional
Engineer.
The hydraulic model shall incorporate the following;
• The trunk sewers from site to the Big Sister Creek Water Resource Recovery Facility
(WRRF).
• Pumping Stations (where applicable).
• Influent headworks of the WRRF.
• Flow data.
The DSM will provide the consultant for the purpose of model calibration the following:
• Record Drawings of the trunk sewers
• Pumping Station data
• WRRF flow data
• Data available from a previous study titled “Flow Monitoring and Inflow and Infiltration
Quantification Report” (Arcadis, January 2020), to supplement flow data collected as part
of this analysis.
Flow meters along the flow path of the project site to the WRRF shall be installed by the
consultant. It is anticipated four (4) meters, tentatively at the locations shown on Map-1 and a
location at / upstream of the project site, shall be installed to collect data for the model. The
actual number of meters installed will be determined by the consultant. Area-velocity type
meters with five (5) minute recording intervals and a minimum of 90% “uptime” shall be used.
Map-2 shows site location.
The model shall be calibrated using industry best practices. Significant wet weather events shall
be captured during the 6-month period such that peak flows in the system may be analyzed in the
model. Upon model calibration, simulation of the buildout of ECSD No. 2 and the proposed
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Agribusiness Park (using typical design standards) shall be performed. Impacts in the sewer
system, as well as at the WRRF shall be analyzed. Alternatives to mitigate potential impacts
shall be modeled as well.
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Map-1 __ - DSCA flow meter locations

Map 2: DCSA Site Location
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Form 1: Non-Collusive Proposal Certification
By submission of this proposal, each Bidder and each person signing on behalf of any Bidder certifies,
and in the case of a joint proposal each party thereto certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of
perjury, that to the best of their knowledge and belief:
a)

The prices in this proposal have been arrived at independently, without collusion,
consultation, communication, or agreement, for the purpose of restricting competition, as
to any matter relating to such prices with any other Bidder or with any competitor;

b)

Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in this proposal
have not been knowingly disclosed by the Bidder and will not knowingly be disclosed by
the Bidder prior to opening, directly or indirectly, to any other Bidder or to any
competitor, and

c)

No attempt has been made or will be made by the Bidder to induce any other person,
partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a proposal for the purpose of
restricting competition.

SUBMITTAL OF PROPOSAL
The undersigned submits the following proposal, which is in conformity with the intent of the RFP. The
Bidder agrees that should it be awarded a contract on the proposal through the issuance of a contract from
the Erie County Industrial Development Agency, it will provide the services in strict compliance with the
contract documents for the compensation stipulated herein. The Bidder agrees that its proposal shall
remain effective for a period of 90 days from the formal proposal receipt date.

___________________________________
Bidder
____________________________________
Name
____________________________________
Signature
____________________________________
Title
____________________________________
Date
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Form 2: Permissible Contacts

Bidder affirms that it understands and agrees to comply with the procedures of the ECIDA relative to
permissible Contacts as required by State Finance Law §139-j (3) and §139-j (6) (b) – see page 1 & 2 for
further information.

By: ___________________________________

Date:____________________

Name: ________________________________
Title: _________________________________
Bidder: _______________________________________________________
Bidder Address: _____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Form 3: Disclosure of Prior Non-Responsibility Determinations
Name of Bidder: _______________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Name and Title of Person Submitting this Form: ________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
1. Has any Governmental Entity made a finding of non-responsibility regarding the Bidder in the previous
four years? (Please circle):
No

Yes

If yes, please answer the next questions:
2. Was the basis for the finding of non-responsibility due to a violation of State Finance Law §139-j
(Please circle):
No
Yes
3. Was the basis for the finding of non-responsibility due to the intentional provision of false or
incomplete information to a Governmental Entity? (Please circle):
No

Yes

4. If you answered yes to any of the above questions, please provide details regarding the finding of nonresponsibility below.
Governmental Entity: ___________________________________________________________
Date of Finding of Non-responsibility: ______________________________________________
Basis of Finding of Non-Responsibility: _____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
(Add additional pages as necessary)
5. Has any Governmental Entity or other governmental agency terminated or withheld a Procurement
Contract with the above-named individual or entity due to the intentional provision of false or incomplete
information? (Please circle):
No
Yes
6. If yes, please provide details below.
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Governmental Entity: ______________________________________________
Date of Termination or Withholding of Contract: _______________________________________
Basis of Termination or Withholding:
____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(Add additional pages as necessary)
Bidder certifies that all information provided to the ECIDA with respect to State Finance Law §139-k is complete, true and accurate.

By:

Date:
Signature

Name:
Title:
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